IMPORTANT NOTICE

Dear Distributor:

As a company that may sell or distribute Dixon Valve & Coupling Company, LLC ("Dixon") products to California consumers or to other persons or entities that may sell such items to California consumers, Dixon is obligated to notify you of the following:

Dixon is in compliance with the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 and its supporting regulations ("Proposition 65"), as it provides warnings that comply with a 2015 court-approved settlement. All Dixon products are shipped in cartons with the following warning:

"WARNING: This product contains lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm."

If you sell or distribute Dixon products to California consumers, or to other persons or entities that may sell such items to California consumers, in quantities fewer than a full carton, you must provide this warning to each customer, either by labeling each unit with the above warning, by posting a sign at the point of sale, or by another method.

If you sell Dixon products online to California consumers, you should display this warning message on the product display page, by a clearly marked hyperlink on the product display page, or otherwise prominently displayed to the purchaser before the purchaser completes the purchase of the product.

Dixon will defend and indemnify you if there is a claim made under Proposition 65 for listed chemicals being contained in its products, so long as you have provided the warning per the instructions above. If you sell Dixon products without the warnings we have provided, you are at risk of enforcement and significant penalties.

If you would like more information about the chemicals contained in Dixon products, please visit our website at www.dixonvalve.com. Many product display pages contain Material Safety Data Sheets which list the chemicals contained in the products and the chemical concentrations.

Dixon couplings, adapters, valves and connectors made of brass may not be sold to California consumers unless such fittings either contain less than 300 ppm of lead when analyzed pursuant to the EPA test method 3050B or equivalent or they are sold or distributed with a clear, reasonable and conspicuous warning. So long as it is prominently displayed on the product or the packaging of the product, the above warning complies.

Should you need further explanation or assistance in complying with this notice, please do not hesitate to contact Dixon at compliance@dixonvalve.com.

Regards,

Dixon Valve & Coupling Company, LLC